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Related news
Insider exposure Nate & middot; Air Jordan sneakers Robinson locker room 2013-12-08 22:31:31 dunk king Nate & middot;
Robinson for Air Jordan shoes have not love what news, and moved to Chicago Bulls he is showing unbridled own Air Jordan shoes
in the locker room, we believe this is just his collection in a small part, but recently Nate & middot; Robinson play wearing Air Yeezy 2
photos are circulating on the network open, see to the diminutive dunk king is downright street culture enthusiasts.
Nike HTM Flyknit series of six colors to be on sale 2013-12-08 22:19:28
To celebrate the opening of the London Olympics, Nike launched a third wave of HTM Flyknit series. This series includes six new
color of HTM Trainer +, each one are equipped Lunar science and technology, it would be the exclusive configured HTM series. The
third bomb London time will be six-color NSW in London on July 26 1948 shops for sale, while the rest of the world commercial shops
have to wait until the end of August.
; [Chinese shoes Network] Recently, Adidas "Me, Myself" women's thousands of fitness activities held in Shanghai. Adidas senior
fitness coach Zhang Yi, and special guest Dan Zibo Chen Yao, Li Ai and nearly a thousand female consumers experience a joy
fitness journey. At the event, Adidas announced and start "Who is next 'Me, Myself'" main star contest. This activity for a period of two
months, the winner will have the opportunity to become the adidas 2009 Winter woman equip the main star.
; 

had earlier been reported that Jeremy Scott and Eason Eason cooperation new adidas Originals JS Wings, wings embroidery that
unique Chinese people left a deep impression on everyone curiosity deepened this shoe. Today, adidas officially exposed this
unique adidas Originals JS Wings, new products will begin to accept the Dec. 13 early morning pre-order, limited edition of 100
pairs, you can log in adidas Originals website for more information. 

shop.adidas.cn/jeremyscott/
earlier introduced the Deep Burgundy / Fierce Green / Purple Steel color, this time for its running shoes NIKE has launched this Terra
Kiger 2 "Blorange" color name. Internet design eye fabrics constitute treasure blue tone shoes, supplemented orange Swoosh and
laces, and the geometric lines a little embellishment on the vamp, finally carrying skills and strong and wear Air Zoom jogging in the
end show. Which running shoes priced at $ 125 euros, and interested friends can KITH ; purchase.
fragment design x air by the Japanese fashion godfather Hiroshi Fujiwara (Hiroshi Fujiwara) the main reason of the trend of the brand
fragment design and classic sports brand NIKE cooperation in joint cooperation shoes jordan 1 2014, NikeLab today also officially
released and announced on the 27th of this month onwards. Classic black and white blue color showing the first year, the details of
classic and signature Jumpman style lightning LOGO, embellishment. Interested friends you ready or not.
adidas spokesman has issued a statement earlier, it will provide a 13-year $ 200 million contract to James Harden, and expressed a
strong desire to sign the big beard. James Harden around final settled topic is still hot, in the end countersigned by Nike or adidas it?
It still has not been implemented, but James Harden still wearing Nike recently appeared public, but did not publicly refused adidas
conditions out. Fans and friends what you view it, it may publish some words together to explore.
SKATETHING responsible for well-known figures from the Harajuku brand CE recently issued a 2015 fall and winter quarter styling
catalog, by photographer Jason Evans in charge of Zhang Jing. Having taken the UK site, but the overall shape is still showing the
shadow of Japanese street filled with flavor, which use to graphic elements are also a minority, but also relatively good SKATETHING
a ring shape over the fall and winter for a complete catalog, are interested in a friend might fine reward.
Japanese sports brand ASICS Gel Saga recently to release a new series of "Goblin Blue" color, using navy blue suede shoes suede
as the main colors, many details of the site side of the shoe brand identity and other selected blue as a decoration, mounted on a
beige retro in the end, and in blue ink splash point modification is made, the overall is still revealing a unique retro atmosphere EGL.
Currently, the shoes are not accurate available information, interested friends may pay more attention.
There is a good performance among travel backpack undoubtedly will reduce a lot of burden for the journey. Recently, the backpack
brand from Brooklyn, New York ULTRAOLIVE recently released 2015 latest autumn and winter backpack, designed to keep always
durable and high functional, lightweight nylon material with waterproof bottom material support to a spacious interior, greatly
improving the package paragraph practicality. It is reported that the package shall now on sale, priced at 95 dollars.
Air Jordan 1 Phat Bordeaux color available information 2013-12-08 22:20:32
July sale through the WBF series, will be launched in August gold color time, but the new version of Air Jordan 1 is still in constant
update. Air section called "Bordeaux" color of Jordan 1 Phat now officially exposure. Shoes with burgundy leather with gray suede,
supplemented by the details in black, so that the shoes really quite Bordeaux wine taste. It will be officially on sale in September, an
offer price of $ 105.
Clean and fresh color adidas Originals ZX 700 white / gray / blue 2013-12-08 22:38:07 as ; adidas Originals's most popular running
shoe a retro, adidas Originals ZX 700 has launched the latest in a steady stream color. This is recommended for everyone to ;
adidas Originals ZX 700 adidas Originals is the latest of a color. White-gray shoes with sky-blue decorative details, very clean and
fresh. This shoe has been on sale in major stores adidas, friends who are interested can refer to.
Nike LeBron X unveiled emperor change clothes 2013-12-08 22:21:23 decade
recent exposure Nike LeBron X clear according to the latest color appeared, unveiled. Nike LeBron tenth year since the birth of the



series is about to enter, Nike to create a full charge of a large-capacity air cushioning, Max Air resembles in appearance, using
Hyperfuse upper with the new dynamic Flywire reduces the shoes weight while improving the vamp The support effect. In the heel
using reverse Swoosh more refreshing.
Nike Zoom KD IV finals home color 2013-12-08 22:13:26
Durant wearing a pair of new color of Nike Zoom KD IV appeared in the media yesterday to open the NBA Finals on the training
ground. In the first finals just ended today, Durant We expected to wear this special color of the Nike Zoom KD IV. When style and
2010 NBA Finals Kobe Bryant shoes very similar to platinum, Durant this pair Zoom KD IV also used white color, with gold in the
details, a symbol of the Duran special determination to win.
Nike Zoom Rookie & quot; NY Giants & quot; individual customized version to enjoy 2013-12-08 22:32:32 customized sneakers
teacher Jason Negron recently with Nike Zoom Rookie "Memphis Blues" for the prototype, in its shoe body to add a red LED lights
decoration, completely shocked. This shoe design inspired by the New York Giants Victor Cruz, who shoes are printed with the
words NY and 80, 80 is also Cruz's jersey number. After the shoe LED light is turned on in the dark, especially eye-catching.
Supreme x Nike Air Force 1 Low three color versions Spy Shots 2013-12-08 22:35:01 Supreme x Nike Air Force 1 is a people
excited joint cooperation, and in addition to the exposure of the first black models, we back to bring over a camouflage color version,
but this time with the NSW Supreme Cooperation total of three Air Force 1 Low, in addition to the preceding two paragraphs, and
finally a gray version also exposed, I believe that time in the market, will once again become the focus of buying.
Sports players a new adidas Originals Archive Pack series retro shoes
2012-06-02 09:51:56 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: Empty Island] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network June 2 hearing, retro and fashion has always been closely linked, in the new adidas Originals Archive Pack
series which we see these experienced numerous years baptism shoes, now still in a different another way to glow with the most
brilliant light. 
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Related news
[Chinese] Yao shoes network teammate Ron Artest to the Lakers yesterday, not only for the Chinese fans, but on Chinese footwear
manufacturers also have an impact. 

and, like many Rockets, Artest also have a shoe contract from China Peak for a custom-made boots. 

But the reporter learned from the Olympic companies, they did not think the club will cooperate Artest exchange devaluation of both
sides, because "The Lakers are in addition to the Rockets, the team has the most fans in China.
There together with 
Air Jordan sneakers before the appearance and recognize criminal cases and similar examples Adds together before. In California,
a tattooed neck Air Jordan commit theft pattern tattoo because of his personality was "betrayed" after committing the crime victim
had extorted $ 300, the victim was later captured in this iconic tattoo, which have been arrested, there really is Justice has long arms,
people feeling the original Air Jordan logo can become a key to solve the case.
Earlier you fans and friends are still guessing James Harden face 200 million dollars in 13-year big contract, eventually will select and
adidas signed recently came the news, James Harden is no longer entangled, she decided to join the new club, from October 1 this
year began, he will officially become a subsidiary of adidas signing players, I believe that many shoes fans will look forward to the
bearded signature shoe bar, more dynamic, please pay attention to the follow-up of the new reports.
Details of exposure Nike Footscape Woven Chukka Motion Wool Pack 2013-12-08 22:20:04
Nike Footscape Woven Chukka Following the rainbow suit, launched Dongkuan new products. It has been a popular shoes, not only
by the current stars of all ages also won a lot of shoes fan attention. New winter wool as the upper material and color combinations
and the use of the continuation of the wonderful rainbow suit. Three color is very rich texture and Yuet, fit with a variety of different
styles. 
;
Dr.Martens latest British rock style shoes 2013-12-08 22:30:31 enjoy classic British footwear brand Dr.Martens has a long history,
the initial function of shoes has now evolved into a fashionable representative, also representing the British rock and roll spirit. This
brings two Dr.Martens latest autumn and winter shoes will also be British rock style of play to the extreme. The latest series includes
Adrian and Ramsey two shoes, two shoes full black leather build, with Oxford shoes, rock flavor.
Golden Gladiator adidas ObyO & quot; Athletic Mids & quot; 2013-12-08 22:15:14
Canadian pop idol Justin Bieber told the US ABC television interview, wearing adidas ObyO Jeremy Scott. Classic shoes under the
devil's Jeremy Scott to create, bold style is different, but this pair of "Golden Gladiator" also grab a lot of "Teenage Idol" show. Of
course, the shoe with Air Yeezy II is different, though they are a star custom, but this adidas ObyO & quot; Athletic Mids & quot; do not
do public offering.
Popular contacted Nike SB series latest release
2008-12-11 08:41:08 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: Amy net] Print ; Close 

; ; ; Nike SB series stored a few pairs of shoes for the 2008 final madness, this series includes blazer, Rod II low, but also let us
returning to the Batman Mids, Marty McFly-esque Tre's, Dunk Lows and Dunk Hi's, and now these shoes in the Nike SB has shelves
of retail stores. 



Related news
[Chinese shoes Network - brand observation] It is reported that recently the internationally renowned sports shoes brand adidas in
cooperation with the Canadian outdoor footwear brand Ransom, a variety of outdoor boots as the prototype for improvement, the
introduction of Bluff, Creek, Crest, Dune, Strata, Summit, Valley, etc. mixing elements of the original outdoor shoes, outdoor shoes
become mixed in the highest degree of completion of a series. (Here is the Chinese shoes network Footwear News)
According to the German "Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung" website (faz.net) July 21 reported that Adidas company expects total
profit than 550 million euros last year rose 15%. In the medium term, Adidas think the biggest growth opportunities lie in threshold
countries such as China and Eastern Europe. Next year China will surpass Japan to become the world's second largest Adidas
sales market, second only to North America, the Beijing Olympics will further consolidate the Adidas brand in Asia.
Following the recently launched air jordan 11 Retro "Gamma Blue" and the Air Jordan 12 Retro "Taxi" caused a great response,
Jordan Brand will be the new Air Jordan 5 3Lab5 playing "Black Infrared" color design. And earlier exposure of the Air Jordan 5
"3Lab5" design Similarly, designers once again the classical burst crack fused to the shoes, and full of mystery through black
presentation, as flame will spend on the outsole bright orange building, reveals the motivation. Shoes sale soon in Wish.
Yohji Yamamoto (Yohji Yamamoto) cooperation with well-known sports brand adidas produced fashion branch Y-3, has been world
famous for its unique design. Immediately after the Qasa High shoes is definitely this years fashion hot single product. This pair will
fashion the perfect combination and street shoes, the perfect line bar shoes can not help people obsessed. And now on sale at Qasa
High has begun at its sneakerboy, which sells for $ 566 Australian dollars, interested friends do not miss yo!
BEASTER 2015 SPRING / SUMMER 3RD COLLECTION DEADLINE continuation concept, introduced fusion Japan-US elements
in black, white and green tricolor "DEVIL devil" TEE, bring you to easily conquer the streets; simple joker "TIME'S UP time off" TEE
from the previous quarter, "23:59: 59 +" elements extend sublimation; the back of the text layout design is the essence of the design
section of TEE. Highly personalized "KARMA causal loop" TEE, only modified to the new type, more fresh pink to choose from.
Recently, Japanese street brand CE Hiroshi Fujiwara together the POOL aoyama store's latest clothing line, This cooperation is in
line with the theme of the POOL aoyama black now called "MELANISM", the black and white color clothing shall be taken as the
reference design, the series contains There are jackets, T-shirt, sweater, backpacks, etc., a wide range of styles for different hobbies
Diablo friends choose. It is reported that the series of costumes will be on sale in August 8, so stay tuned.
Vans recently with the well-known Japanese brands N.HOOLYWOOD cooperation, will jointly build a new series of its Authentic
shoes. White and gray as the upper melody, the Gothic font characters are drawn into the laces, ankle edge portion and the outer
midsole, several details to highlight the simple genre dramas, very consistent brand uphold N.HOOLYWOOD design specifications.
But there is no available information detailed in the shoe, like a friend, please pay attention to the follow-up reports.
The long-awaited adidas Originals Supershell series has finally officially released a few days ago, to celebrate the sale, adidas
Originals stores in Australia opened an art exhibition platform in the center of Sydney World Square and invited artists Brett Chan
and Brooklyn Whelan in huge The Supershell shoes iconic graffiti on a "shell head", creative, active site above is part of the review, it
is learned that the activity continued until August 8, this time in Sydney's friends can go to watch.
In the punk culture, CD covers many have taken collage design influenced by this culture UNDERCOVER Takahashi main reason
people will naturally bring this rather interesting design among clothing. Recently, UNDERCOVER released in 2015 autumn and
winter clothing products, include T-shirt and sweater, T-shirt design in which it adopted a retro collage elements, maintains Takahashi
consistently weird strange wind. It is reported that this series has been the shelves, like a friend may wish to start.
Air Jordan 2 Low Jared Jeffries PE Pictures 2013-12-08 22:28:16

This network exposure for the players Jared Jeffries introduced the Knicks team colors Air Jordan 2 Low PE, low-profile Air Jordan 2
Low PE shoes are rare. This freight suede leather uppers of shoes, using the classic blue orange Knicks Air Jordan 2 consisting of
the most focus wings Logo, with orange embroidery number 20 so that this pair of shoes is very attractive. Currently this shoe sale on
eBay, like friends can go to learn.
Spy Shots Nike 10 "Blue Diamond" 2013-12-08 22:29:19 Nike LeBron 10 is one of the shoes we are most concerned about now,
and each pair of shoes LeBron series, almost all the various versions of LeBron and defined special color, and today we gave you
bring a new color of the Nike LeBron 10 "Blue Diamond", the overall use of uppers blue, light blue and white with, could not help
reminds us has been very popular before. " Avatar "color, I believe this color once listed, will be loved by many friends.
Luminous wave adidas adiZero Crazy Light 2 Glow 2013-12-08 22:13:35
Shoes 
In recent years has been a major concern luminous effect, and this has become a new love shoes Sneaker lot of players, just recently,
adidas introduced a special version of the adiZero Crazy Light 2, and the regular version Maximum The difference is that this new
version of the adiZero Crazy Light 2 soles laces and heel increases the luminous material, this adiZero Crazy Light 2 Night shoes
must be the most dazzling pair.
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Domestic News Recently, the customs office in Haicang Export Co., Ltd. Xiamen City, a declaration
of export of shoes be inspected and found 9,600 pairs on marked with the Reebok logo graphics. November 21, said the letter found
infringing the trademark owner and request customs protection. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most
professional shoe News Media Partner: shoes famous network ; global fashion brand network.)
Nike Zoom KD 4 fluorescent green PE tushang 2013-12-08 22:32:28 Nike Zoom KD 4 this year can be described as one of the
most popular shoes, but when Zoom KD 5 will be listed, Nike re-launched the Zoom KD 4 The new color, but double the latest rumor
is not commercially available color, this shoe is just Bun B Queenie gave his wife a gift, vamp overall use of the dazzling fluorescent



green, and black is used as embellishment appear on the Swoosh, like the color of friends may wish to Nike iD a pair.
Japanese street brand mastermind JAPAN reunited sports brand Reebok, bringing a new joint money Furylite series. Dark color
shoes look uphold the cooperation before use, all-black upper with white midsole stark contrast, at the skull and crossbones logo
tongue highlight the joint identity, lightweight soles guarantee comfort wear. It is reported that the shoes will be in mid-October ; ;
Hanon ; shelves, priced at $ 131, the friend you want to start to pay more attention and hold.
Fashion rounder Virgil Abloh leading OFF-WHITE recently released the first footwear brand, inspired by the classic shoes Nike Air
Force 1, the use of light green suede uppers wrap made shoes side supplemented by "O ~ word W "indicates brand identity,
followed by the integration of black leather for the modification, and finally mounted on thick white soles complete. It is reported that
the shoes priced at $ 550, keen to OFF-WHITE brand of shoe fans might venue to Ssense ; to consider buying.
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